PRESS RELEASE

INAUGURATION OF “BWWA PATANJALI SHOP”
AT BSF TIGRI CAMP, NEW DELHI

On the series of initiative of BWWA (BSF WIVES WELFARE ASSOCIATION) for introducing various schemes for welfare of BSF personnel and their families BWWA and Patanjali Ayurved Limited Haridwar signed Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) for sale of items of Patanjali through “BWWA Patanjali Shop” spread across various BSF locations all over India.

2. It is kind gesture of Pantanjali Ayurved Limited Haridwar to sale various Patanjali products in discounted priced percentage/varying from 15% to 28%. There is proposal to open BWWA Patanjali Shop at following locations:-

   i) Agartala   viii) Tekanpur
   ii) Guwahati  ix) Jodhpur
   iii) Siliguri  x) Jalandhar
   iv) Kolkata  xi) Jammu
   v) Bangalore  xii) Silchar
   vi) Ahmedabad xiii) Hazaribagh
   vii) Indore  xiv) Delhi

3. Today on 15th Feb 2017 Mrs. Renu Sharma, President of BWWA inaugurated, “BWWA Patanjali Shop” at STS BSF Tigri Camp. Besides BWWA members, 200 families of force personnel were also present on the occasion.
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